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Striqta® stretch film 
The specially formulated Striqta® stretch film is offered in 3 variations: 

Striqta® 500 A roll of 450 mm wide Striqta® stretch film that will give you 500 meters applied film. 

Striqta® 750 A roll of 450 mm wide Striqta® stretch film that will give you 750 meters applied film. 

Striqta® 1000 A roll of 450 mm wide Striqta® stretch film that will give you 1000 meters applied film. 

Striqta® is available in: 

crystal clear 
black opaque 
tinted blue 
white opaque 

Tinted or opaque colors on request. 

Loading the Striqta® stretch film in the dispenser 
The Striqta® stretch film is stretched in the XTE-motion® dispenser by the 2 black, grooved rollers. 
The rollers have a different speed to achieve the stretch. 
It’s important to feed the film as shown in the picture below. 
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The XTE-motion® dispenser has a quick load system for the roll of Striqta® film. 

Step 1: 

Switch the XTE-motion® dispenser OFF 

Push the roll of Striqta® film in the spring loaded collet in the top of the dispenser. 
Then move the bottom of the roll over the bottom collet. 

Step 2: 

Make a small strap of the end of the Striqta® film. 
Move this strap through the opening in the middle of the black rollers 

STEP 3: 

Switch the XTE-motion® dispenser ON 

Pull the film in forward direction. The motor of the XTE-motion® dispenser will start and help you to 
feed the film. 
Once you have enough film, just stop pulling to stop the motor. 
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How to wrap a pallet 
It the XTE-motion® app you can calculate the number  of wraps to apply on top and bottom of 
the pallet, based on the weight and stacking pattern. (see the next chapter) 

The most convenient way is to start at the top of the pallet load. Find a spot between boxes or 
products to connect the film to the load. 
Walk in clockwise direction with the control panel of the XTE-motion® dispenser facing upwards. 
 
After wrapping the advised number of top wraps you move the tool downwards and overlap the 
layers according the advice. 
Apply the necessary wraps around the base of the pallet and move up fast.  
Cut the film by punching it with your fingers. 
Always leave minimum of 50 cms length of loose film outside of the dispenser. This allows for an 
easy start of the next pallet wrap 
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